Cooking Experiences
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA
The Argentine Experience (5hs experience, 6hs total)
Season: year-round | only dinner experience can also be booked (3 ½hs).
Join this tour to explore the world of wine from a completely different perspective. With their signature
style and focus on fun and interaction, this is much more than your standard wine tasting, this is a Wine
Cocktail Experience!. Of course no wine-based fun is complete without food, so enjoy the selection of
homemade tapas chosen to perfectly complement each and every drink.
Immediately afterwards, you will start your cooking/dinner experience. From enjoying your own
empanadas filled to the brim with the gourmet fillings and indulging in the 24-hour prepared fillet steaks,
to unlocking the secrets behind Argentina's most cherished pastime, mate, the team of guides will take
you on a gastronomical journey full of surprises. We have also specially selected wines from across
Argentina to pair perfectly with our food.

Cooking Class with Norma Soued (4hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a private Cooking class with Norma Soued, a delightfully pleasant Argentine psychotherapist who
sees cooking as an inexpensive (and more enjoyable!) version of therapy giving one the possibility to their
creativity, thus be connected to the roots of the culture. The session includes printed recipes with lunch
and wine.

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
Full Day Cooking class Zuccardi Family (7hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a full day experience at Familia Zucardi Winery in the Maipu region. Learn how to prepare
traditional recipes and then taste them during lunch accompanied by excellent wines from the cellar.
Greet your sences with the beautiful scenery, tasting different wine varieties and learning the secrets of
wine making while enjoying a bike tour through Finca Maipu vineyards.
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Full Day Horses & Cooking Class in the Andes (11hs)
Season: year-round
Take this opportunity to ride through endless fields and surprise yourself with a unique cuisine. Combine
your passion for cooking and horseback riding on a unique equestrian escape at the foothills of the Andes
mountain range, over 6200 meters above the sea level.
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